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Just before the Steve Wharry Classic 
commenced we heard the terrible news of the 
sudden passing of Ruth Haring, the recent 
President of USChess (2011-2015). Many of us 
older players in Oklahoma and Arkansas new 
her pretty well, as she grew up in Fayetteville 
and played dozens of early tournaments in 
Arkansas, Oklahoma and Missouri. 
 
Her death was a shock, as apparently it was 
partly related to the wildfires in northern 
California this past November near where she 
lived. The hastily printed obituaries for her in 
the online chess sources tended to focus on her 
chess political leadership, for which she had 
become known for her integrity, her hard work, 
and her ability to listen well and consider all 
angles of a problem. 
 
This isn’t surprising, as she is a shining example 
of the kind of thoughtful person chess can 
produce through the thinking skills required to 
become an expert and the power of 
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tournament play to hone those skills in a 
player. She herself said chess was a major 
factor in her capabilities that led to a 
successful business career and later vocation 
as a chess politician. So let’s look more 
closely at her early years in chess in this 
region. 
 
Early Years in Arkansas and Oklahoma 
 
In 1969 Ruth’s family moved to Fayetteville, 
where her father had become the Head of 
Graduate Studies at the University of 
Arkansas. There at age 14, friends in middle 
school introduced her to tournament chess. 
Like many young people at this time. Bobby 
Fischer, who was on the road to his famous 
world championship, inspired her. 
 
Her chess story is thus much the same as 
many other players from this Fischer Boom 
era— boy or girl. Inspired by chess, she 
quickly came to love the game and enjoyed 
the competition, willing to travel to find a 
tournament in the region anywhere she 
could. 
 
“From 1969 to 1973 almost every weekend 
we drove to Kansas City, Tulsa, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma City, Little Rock, Memphis, St. 
Louis, Dallas and anywhere there was a 
tournament within 700 miles,” she wrote in 
2009. “My high school participated in the 
high school championships and later my 
college participated in inter-collegiate 
tournaments.  I was president of both my 
high school and college chess clubs and 
played for both teams. These experiences 
helped to form who I was and I learned 
valuable life lessons about teamwork and 
leadership.  These formative experiences 
were part of the essence of the computer 
professional I later became, and it was all 
due to chess.  I can't imagine of a better way 
to be educated and learn about people and 
the world.” 
 
Ruth’s first tournament outside of 
Fayetteville was in fact in Stillwater in 
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January 1971, at age 15, Frank Berry recalled 
in a 2008 article.  
 
During this time she frequently travelled with 
Bill Orton, who was a rated expert then and 
later to become a Life Master. Both of them 
were a pleasure to see at these tournaments, 
very friendly and easygoing people with a love 
for the game — real chess players in my view. 
Ruth was at my first tournament in Tulsa in late 
1973, and I remember her taking time to talk 
with and give advice to a young high school girl 
there whom I knew. This girl clearly admired 
Ruth even though Ruth was only 18 at the time 
and only a couple years older.  

 
Ruth Haring in 1971 

“These formative experiences were part 
of the essence of the computer 
professional I later became, and it was all 
due to chess.  I can't imagine of a better 
way to be educated and learn about 
people and the world.”— Ruth Haring 
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It is worth noting that in her formative chess 
years she was not exposed to separate chess 
events for girls, or to scholastic chess. She 
cut her teeth on regular weekend Swiss 
tournaments during the year, and U.S. Opens 
during the summer. Her father gave her a life 
membership to the USCF on her birthday 
after seeing how serious she was with the 
game. She received a Chess Informant for 
Christmas. She was thus like every other 
player at the time, and expected to be 
treated no differently. Yet it was a woman’s 
event — her first — that provided her big 
break as a player and opened the door to new 
opportunities and a lifetime of travel and 
adventure with chess. 
 
In 1974 she was surprised to be invited as an 
“alternate” to the U.S. Women’s 
Championship in St. Petersburg, Florida. Her 
rating was only 1757, but in those days the 
top women were rated only in the 1850-2050 
range. Remember that in this era there was 
only one active player in Oklahoma rated 
over 2000 (D. Ballard) and if you were a 
1900+ player you were a contender for state 
championships throughout the Midwest. I 
would say a 1900 player back then was about 
what would be considered 2100 strength now, 
at least in terms of middlegame and endgame 
skill (but not opening knowledge). So this 
rating range was not as low as it might seem 
today. 
 
Ruth got into the championship and didn’t let 
the opportunity pass her by. As a 19-year-old 
college freshman playing in her first such 
event, as the lowest-rated player, to the 
shock of many she scored a fine 7½-2½ and 
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earned second place behind perennial 
champion Mona Karff. 
 

 
This result made her rating skyrocket and 
opened the door to other such events.  
 
Later in 1974 she was alternate on the U.S. 
Women’s team at the Olympiad in Medellin, 
Columbia. GM Pal Benko’s report on the event 
chastised her for studying openings too much 
and doing poorly in the endgame, but he 
added, “Let us hope that Haring’s youth will 
prove an advantage by allowing many more 
opportunities to gain experience so that she 
may put her talents to good use.” 
 
She did get those opportunities, playing in the 
next nine U.S. Women’s Championships and 
also in several international competitions, as 
well as continuing to play in regional 
tournaments, U.S. Opens, and intercollegiate 
championships. 
 
In late 1974 she married Bill Orton, and a 
month later they played in the Pan-American 
Intercollegiate Team Championship 
representing different colleges from Arkansas. 
Wouldn’t you know it, their colleges got paired 
together and the newlyweds had to play against 
each other on board one. It was a draw. 
 
In 1975 she played in her second U.S. Women’s 
Championship under the name of Ruth Inez 
Orton, and finished in a tie for 2nd place with 
Ruth Herstein behind Diane Savereide. Fourth 
was 16-year-old Rachel Crotto. All four of them 
were young “junior” players under age 21 and 

Continued on page 17 

“Interestingly, I did not view myself as a 
‘woman chess player’ but just a “chess 
player,” 

 Haring
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I’ve received a lot of feedback on OCM stories 
from the last several months, particularly the 
historical articles. I’d like to share some of 
those. 
 
Feedback on “The Riddle of the Chess Sphinx” 
 
Oct 4 email from Istvan Szabad: 
I just finished the newest OCM. I really enjoyed 
your article (The Riddle of the Chess Sphinx). 

 
 
• I knew that the knights had to be good chess 

players, as playing chess was officially part of 
the knight's tournaments of that time.  

• I also knew that the 8 pawns were 8 different 
"persons" (8 different "professions"). 

• Otherwise the "rook" in Hungarian is called 
"bastya", which means "bastion".  

The interesting piece is the "knight" ("lovag" in 
Hungarian). (It was originally depicted as) a 
"huszar" (in English: "hussar"). Huszar in 
Hungarian means: a man (soldier) riding a horse.  
But (if I remember correctly) originally in English 
the "knight" (chess piece) was called 
"cavalryman", also a “man + horse”. 
 
I replied, “Yes, and in German the “knight” is 
called a “springer”, which also means a “horse 
with a rider”. The “knight” piece was originally 
depicted in European sets as a soldier on a 
horse. But somewhere along the line this must 
have been determined to be too difficult to 
carve, and they just carved a horse’s head 
instead to simplify it.” 
 
Istvan’s reply: Yes, if we call it “knight” where is 
the guy on the back of the horse? That is why I 
like better the name “horse” for this piece, like 
in Russian “kony” or in Spanish “caballo”. It does 
make more sense for the name of this piece. 
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Otherwise I have a Peruvian chess set where 
the white pieces are the conquistadors, the 
black pieces are the Incas. In this case there 
IS a Spaniard sitting on the horse. What do 
you think is the “knight” of the Inca 
pieces?? The incas did not have horses... 
The incas’ knight is a llama!! Of course 
nobody is riding it! 
… 
Istvan (Steve) 
 
 
Gabe Coss sent us this photo of him reading 
the Oklahoma Chess Monthly in Algeria: 
 

 
 
Gabe works for an international oil drilling 
company and travels the world working in 
various exotic locations for weeks at a time. 
When back home in Oklahoma his hobby is 
to play in chess tournaments and make his 
own chess sets in his garage workshop (see 
the July 2018 issue of OCM for the story of 
his home-made Dubrovnik set). He likes to 
keep up with OCM on the road… and yes if 
you look closely that is barbed wire in the 
background. He said, “There are fences 
around all the wells.  Regular chain link 
fence with loops of barbed wire at the 
top.  I'm not sure whom they're trying to 
keep out or how effective it is.  Perhaps its 
just a visual deterrent to keep out.” 
Dangerous work; but still time for chess! 
 

Continued next page… 

Feedback 
By Tom Braunlich 
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Feedback, continued… 
 

Feedback on  
“Early Oklahoma Chess History” Part 1 

The article last month presenting my research 
on early Oklahoma chess history (1890-1920) 
got a lot of attention. 

 

Shaun Graham wrote to point out that,  

Oscar A. Mitscher, at whose home in 1894 the 
first Oklahoma City Chess Club meeting had 
been held, and thus the first “named” chess 
player I had found (so far) in Oklahoma 
newspaper research, was actually also one of 
Oklahoma City’s early mayors. 

He was OKC’s second mayor, from 1892-1894. 
This means the first club meeting was held at 
the mayor’s house, just months after this term 
of office. 

There is a Wikipedia entry for him, which 
incorrectly says he was mayor from 1902-1904: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oscar_A._Mitscher 

Shaun also dug up this photograph of Mitscher: 

 
Subsequently I found another period photo of 
the man who is so far the first Oklahoma chess 
player whose name we know: 
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Oscar A. Mitscher was a participant in the 
Oklahoma Land Run of 1889, settled in OKC 
where he was a merchant, mayor, and 
member of the local society. He died in 1926 

 

 

Harold Brown wrote to correct the article on 
a couple of points. 

I said the first chess club in Oklahoma was at 
the University of Oklahoma in 1890, based on 
a reference from an early Oklahoma City 
newspaper that mentions it. 

But before that there was chess activity 
among the American Indian tribes that came 
to Oklahoma decades earlier, including 
informal clubs…. 

Harold writes: 

“See attached clipping from the Cherokee 
Advocate, which mentions that there is a 
chess club in Tahlequah.   … 
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That there was a chess club in Tahlequah in 
1886 is not surprising, since Tahlequah was/is 
the capital of the Cherokee nation, and a 
center of Cherokee intellectual culture, with 
many well-educated tribal members, federal 
bureaucrats, court and law enforcement 
personnel, soldiers and various missionaries 
living in the area.  Recall that the Cherokee 
National Female Seminary, founded in 1846, 
was the predecessor of NSU (my daughter's 
alma mater).   
 
The Cherokee Advocate began publication in 
Oklahoma in 1844, and its original publisher 
was William Ross (of the very prominent Ross 
family in the Cherokee Nation), who was a 
Princeton graduate.    I've done a lot of 
research projects on tribal sovereignty and 
tribal legal history (an interest of mine since 
law school) using online databases that include 
the Cherokee Advocate.  My wife and children 
are Cherokee.” 
 
It is true I had not yet looked at pre-statehood 
Indian newspapers as such are not part of the 
historical society’s database I was using. And 
perhaps I had assumed there was not likely to 
be much formal chess activity in the tribes in 
the 1800s, but that apparently is wrong.  I 
suppose they weren’t called the Five Civilized 
Tribes for nothing, and many of their leaders 
were very well educated intellectuals and of 
course played chess as well. Harold wants to 
do some more research to see what else can 
be learned from this period. 
 
Harold Brown is an amateur historian also with 
experience in local military history. He was 
inspired by my article to want to help delve 
more into early Oklahoma chess history. 
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I’ve had discussions with him regarding how to 
do this. First of all, he believes we can make 
some of the characters I discovered “come 
alive” for us better by further researching the 
lives of the individuals. For example, William 
Neff, who I discovered was the third state 
champion (1915) as discussed in the article, 
was a well-known lawyer in Muskogee. Harold is 
right now contacting his descendants hunting 
for more information that we can present at a 
later time. 
 
Harold also wants to research the life of Bela 
Rozsa — the twelve-time champion of 
Oklahoma — for a future article. Rozsa was a 
distinguished professor of music at the 
University of Tulsa for many decades following 
World War II and has left his personal papers in 
an archive at the T.U. Library. As a T.U. 
alumnus Harold can get access to it. The 
archive is known to have chess materials in it. 
He hopes to examine this and see what he can 
find for us. 
 
Also, there is the matter of future research 
that Harold brought up. After 1922, a major 
roadblock in newspaper research on chess 
occurs since the Tulsa newspapers are not 
available online in searchable form from 1923 
onward, at least not anywhere that we have 
access to. Tulsa was the center of chess in 
Oklahoma during the 1920s. Harold has dealt 
with this issue before in his researches, and 
there is no way around it … we must search 
through the microfilm reels by hand at the 
Tulsa City-County Library, visually looking 
through the issues of the Tulsa World, page by 
page. It is a tedious and time-consuming 
process, but could perhaps yield many good 
things if we have the patience. For example, I 
know the Tulsa Chess Club had organized a 
state championship tournament for early 1923 
— I’d like to know what happened there! 
 
Harold is putting together a team to do this 
research, splitting up the work. If you are 
interested in joining in the research, let me 
know! 
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Aurelio Gonzalez Tarrant County Championship 
Ken Fukuchi Wins Championship Title 

Douglas Schwetke Wins Reserve Champion Title 
by ‘Victor yaward’ Ace Chess Reporter for Texas Knights 

 
North Richland Hills, Texas (13 October 2018) —  After being upended in Round 3 while playing 
his favorite Anti-Sicilian opening, Chess Expert Ken Fukuchi bounced back to clinch his first ever 
Tarrant County Champion title.  His upset win in the final round over a strong expert gave him a 
3.0/4 score.  Douglas Schwetke also scored 3.0/4 points.   

Chess Expert Rachel Li, from Plano, (whom I believe is the little sister of GM Riufeng Li — TB) 
was the high scorer with 3.5/4 however she was not eligible for the title. 

 
Ken Fukuchi. 
2018 Tarrant County Champion  
Photo by Sheryl McBroom. 

 
 

The 14-player championship was 
named in honor of the popular first 
Tarrant County Champion, the late 
Aurelio Gonzalez. 

Other title holders include LM Nick 
Schoonmaker and LM Austen Green, 
and Expert Glenn Bauman. 

 

Texas Chess Association President Tom 
Crane was Chief TD, assisted by 
Arlington Chess Club President Chris 
Wood.   

The Tarrant County Chess Club was the 
sponsoring affiliate and hosts monthly 
tournaments: 

http://www.tarrantcountychessclub.org/ 
 
 
 
 
Douglas Schwetke.  
2018 Tarrant County Reserve 
Champion 

Photo by Sheryl McBroom. 
 
 
Crosstable available online here: 
http://www.uschess.org/component/option,com_wrapper/Itemid,181/ 
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2nd Steve Wharry 
Classic Won by IM 
Advait Patel 

1

The second memorial tournament for the late 
Steve Wharry was held December 1-2, 2018, in 
Oklahoma City at the Wyndham hotel.  
 
Though the turnout was poor due to the less 
than ideal dates after the tournament was 
postponed twice from earlier in the year, the 
game quality was high and hard fought, with 
IM Advait Patel again cruising to a solid 5-0 
victory and winning $500.  
 

 
IM Advait Patel is currently ranked #2 among USA 16-year-
olds. 

 
Tom Patton, Joe Dean Veal, and Ryan 
Amburgy tied for 2nd place with 3½ points. 
Patton made a nice comeback after a round 3 
loss to young Luke Tran of Wichita, who also 
had a nice tournament and might have crossed 
the 2000 barrier were it not for a last-round 
loss to Amburgy. Ryan is about to cross 2000 

2

himself after this result and after a victory 
at an OSCO event two weeks later where he 
beat Howard Zhong and raised his rating to 
1996.  

 
Ryan Amburgy tied for 2nd place. 

 
Class B prize went to Christopher Young (3 
pts) whose fine performance included wins 
over Chris Dooley and a draw with expert 
Matthew Lofton (2124). 

 
Christopher Young (right) draws with 2nd seed Matt Lofteon 
(2124) in the final round. 
 
The Reserve section was dominated by the 
amazing two Xie Brothers — Maxwell and 
Kelvin. Kelvin Xie, at age 9, is the younger 
of the two (and currently ranked in the top 
100 for his age). He dominated the first 4 
rounds of the tournament beating three 
veteran adult players in a row. It seemed 
like whenever I walked by his table he was 
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THE XIE BROTHERS 
Maxwell and Kelvin, age 10 and 9, already have 
2.5 years experience and are rapidly approaching 
Class B strength. Names to watch! 

3

always up a piece somehow.  
 
But in the final round he was paired against 
his brother Maxwell Xie (age 10) and no 
doubt the dynamic between the two of them 
is a complicated one. Maxwell won a nice 
game and they both finished tied for first 
place with 4-1 scores — joined by another 
young newcomer Rahul Pai.  
 
Rahul was playing in only his third 
tournament, but was quite consistent and 
raised his rating about 150 points from 987 to 
1134 (based on 12). He is another player to 
watch. 

 
Maxwell Xie (left) and Kelvin Xie. 
 
The nice Wyndham venue may not be 
available to us anymore starting in 2019, due 
to a coming change of ownership and policy 
that will prevent us from getting the 
favorable pricing agreement again that we 
enjoyed in 2018. If you have any ideas for a 
good new venue for OKC-area tournaments 
let me know. 
 
 
See full crosstables and rating results here: 
http://www.uschess.org/msa/XtblMain.php?201812020852.0
-14472386 
 
The TDs were Tom Braunlich, assisted by 
Bart Gibbons. 



 

 

White to move and win.   (Medium) 
 

White to move and win.   (Difficult) 
 

Answers Next 
Page 
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One game from this event is “Game of the 
Month” (see page 13) and I will have more 
games in future issues. 

Above: Luke Tran 

Upper Right. Maxwell Xie (left) vs. brother Kelvin 
Xie, with Rahul Pai behind Kelvin. 

Lower Right: Generations Meet: Veteran Stanley 
Horton vs. newcomer Miranda Joy Huang.  
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(1) The move 1.axb7 would be winning if it didn’t fail to a back rank mate. To win white has 
to radically force a pawn breakthrough to queen. This can be done with a surprising double 
rook sacrifice —  1. Rc8!  Rxc8  2. Re8+!  Nxe8  3. d7 (forking) Nd6 (the only defense for 
black) 4. dxc8=Q  Nxc8 and now the last remaining pawn wins by itself with 5. axb7 and the 
pawn  queens. 
 
(2)  The solution is simple, but hard to see:  1. Bxc7+,  Rxc7  2. Nf4 wins black’s queen. It’s 
hard to see because (a) the black queen doesn’t seem to be as short of squares as it 
actually is, and (b) the square used to trap it with the knight (f4) is occupied in the starting 
position, and (c) the escape square f7 is ruled out by the knight move which uncovers the 
bishop on b3 and its attack on f7, again something not easily seen in the starting position. 
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 NM Howard Zhong: 
Two New Milestones Achieved 

 
NM Howard Zhong of Norman received early 
acceptance in December into the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, a long-time goal 
for the teenager who was the first homegrown 
Okie in 25 years to earn the master title. 

Howard has long been a top student and also 
excelled at mathematics, scoring high in 
statewide math competitions since he was 12 
years old. 

His father, Cheng Zhong, said, “Howard has 
been working very hard over the years; his 
hard work pays off.  He is also lucky. 
According to MIT ‘This year, 9,600 students 
applied for early admission to MIT, and we 
have offered early admission to 707.’ This 
means the acceptance rate is only 7.36%.” 

Also Howard 
recently 
crossed above 
2300 barrier at 
a scholastic 
tournament in 
Irving, TX, 
making him 
only the third 
homegrown 
Okie player to 
get above this 
threshold, 
after myself 
and Bryan 

Norman. (Correct me if there is another. Of 
course I’m not counting Advait Patel here as 
he arrived in Oklahoma already a master). 

 

2

US Official Rules of Chess 7th Edition 
Now Online 
Key chapters of the upcoming 7th Edition can 
now be viewed free online, including the 
new blitz chess rules. Great resource for 
TDs. Link here: 
http://www.uschess.org/content/view/7752/369/ 

 

Cambodian Chess 

Chris Walker sent us this photo from the 
national championship of Cambodian Chess 
and writes, “Imagine if Carlsen and Caruana 
had to dress and sit like this for the 
Championship match.” — Somehow I think 
they would have played fewer draws. 
See article in The Cambodia Daily: 
https://www.cambodiadaily.com/news/young-chess-
champion-defends-national-title-82075/ 

 

Some chess club members in Tulsa gathered 
to watch the live coverage of the Carlsen-
Caruana Match, Game 12 in late November. 
Carlsen’s decision to offer a draw in an 
interesting and winning position left a very 
sour taste. 
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Patton, Tom (2109) 
Johnson, Chuck (2063) [A45] 
Steve Wharry Classic 2 (5.2), 02.12.2018 
[Braunlich] 

OCM Game of the Month, December 2018 

I was looking forward to seeing this clash 
between two of my favorite Okie expert 
players, Patton and Johnson, both of whom are 
creative and uncompromising fighters with 
interesting chess ideas. Their games are always 
worth looking at, and this last-round encounter 
did not disappoint.  

1.d4 Nf6 2.Bg5  

The Trompowsky is one of the unusual openings 
that Patton plays to get into fresh positions. 
There are many theoretical ways for black to 
equalize against it, but it always leads to 
interesting imbalances.  

2...Ne4  

Of course, Chuck chooses the most 
uncompromising continuation.  

3.Bf4  

[3.Bh4 was the original idea of Trompowsky but 
this is now frowned upon after 3...g5.;  

3.h4!? has been played with success by GM 
Julian Hodgson.]  

3...c5  

[Again, the sharpest line. Several black 
repertoire books recommend playing 3...d5 but 
I think white gets quite good play in that line.]  

4.d5 Qa5+!?  

[I don't know if Chuck made a slight move-order 
mistake here or whether this is a new idea he 
wanted to try. Normally one waits by playing 
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4...e6 and only after white kicks to knight 
with 5.f3 does black give this check, before 
his knight has to retreat. 5...Qa5+ This forces 
white to block with the pawn 6.c3 and after 
6...Nf6 7.e4 this main line position is like a 
very odd Benoni type structure. This line has 
a lot of highly tactical branches to it, such as 
this rook sacrifice for black:  7...exd5 8.exd5 
d6 9.Qe2+!? (The calm 9.Qd2 followed by 
c3ñc4 nets a small endgame edge for white, 
although there is still lots of play for both 
sides.) 9...Be7 10.Bxd6 Nxd5 11.Bxb8 Rxb8 
12.Qe5 Qb6 13.Qxb8 0ñ0 14.Qe5 Re8 15.g3 
Qxb2 16.Qxd5 Bf6+ 17.Ne2 Qxa1 18.Qd1 
Qxa2µ]  

5.c3 Qb6  

So, Chuck has lost a tempo with his queen in 
order to provoke c2ñc3. One of the main lines 
for black is to play ...Qb6 directly on move 4, 
after which 5. Bc1! is supposed to be white's 
best move. The difference is that with the 
pawn on c3 now white can instead play Qb3, 
which is what Tom does. Chuck apparently 
thought the resulting queen exchange was 
going to be good for him. Interesting idea, 
although I'm not sure I agree.  

6.Qb3 e6  

[6...Qf6!? would have also been interesting 
here. The idea is 7.Nh3 Nxf2!? 8.Kxf2 g5! 
However, as usual, when you are trying to 
attack with just your queen developed it 
almost always fails, and here white can 
develop and defend at the same time and get 
the better game, with something like 9.e3 
gxf4 10.exf4 Bh6 11.g3 d6 12.Nd2≤ e5 13.dxe6 
fxe6 14.Ne4]  

7.Qxb6  

Normally white would prefer to keep the 
tension and play perhaps 7.Na3 threatening 
Nc4 and trying to induce black into being the 
one to make the trade and open the a-file. 
However, perhaps Tom did not like the looks 
of 7...g5!? for black in reply. 8.f3 gxf4 9.fxe4 
is what my computer gives, with an edge to 
white. See what I mean about the 
Trompowsky leading to "fresh" positions? 
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7...axb6 8.f3 Nf6 9.dxe6 fxe6 10.e4 

  
This endgame is full of chances for both sides.  

10...Nc6 11.Na3 [11.e5? Nh5!] 11...d5 
12.Bb5!?  

[Perhaps Tom had intended 12.Nb5 but 
changed his mind after realizing that then 
12...Ra5 leaves this knight exposed with 
nowhere to go, since 13.Bc7 c4! 14.a4 
(14.Nd6+ Kd7) 14...Bc5 15.e5 Nd7 and it looks 
like black is coming out ahead in this awkward 
position.]  

 
12...Rxa3!?  

Chuck loves to make creative positional 
sacrifices and try to make them work. I 
recommend to my students to consider moves 
like this and play them if they believe in the 
ideas behind them, even if sometimes they 
don't work. "Fortune favors the bold!" On the 
other hand, another cliché is, "Don't bite off 
more than you can chew." Regardless of the 
outcome, it's a fun way to play chess, and 
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when it works it can be very satisfying.  

Here, objectively the sacrifice is not sound. 
Black has a slight advantage in the position 
and can get the better game by 12...c4 
(threatening ...Bxa3) 13.Nc2 Bc5 14.exd5 
exd5 15.Ne2 0-0 etc. 

13.bxa3 dxe4  

For the exchange black has one pawn, and has 
damaged white's queenside considerably. 
However, black's pieces are undeveloped, and 
he has no immediate way to follow up and get 
an initiative going. In fact it is hard for black 
to even finish his development and white who 
gets the initiative now. These are the finer 
points of sacrifices! You have to have a follow 
up ready to go.  

14.c4 Bd7 15.0-0-0  

I like this move. It both develops and puts the 
K close to the queenside for defense there.  

15...Na5  

If 15...Be7 white can resolve the center 
favorably with 16.Re1 exf3 17.Nxf3 0-0 18.Bc7 
etc.;  

Or 15...Be7 16.Re1 e5!? 17.Bxc6 Bxc6 18.Bxe5 
white wins a pawn, although one could argue 
black still has two Bs and some initiative as 
compensation for the exchange, having 
finished his development.  

16.fxe4! Bxb5 17.cxb5 Nxe4 18.Nh3±  

 
The dust has settled and the N on a5 is dim on 
the rim, while black is still having troubles 
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getting his kingside developed, and meanwhile 
white is threatening to target the weak e6 
pawn. White is better.  

18...c4?!  

Desperately trying to develop some 
counterplay. [18...Be7 19.Rhe1 Nc3 20.Rd2 
Nxb5 21.Rxe6 Nc6 22.Bg5 Nbd4 was probably a 
better chance, although black's kingside will 
get chewed up after 23.Re1 Kd7 24.Rf2 Bd6 
25.Rf7+]  

19.Rhe1 Nc5  

Too late did black realize that after 19...Bxa3+ 
20.Kc2 Nc5 21.Bc7 his tangled pieces on the 
queenside, particularly the N on a5, are going 
to be lost, for example: 21...Nd3 22.Bxb6 
Nxe1+ 23.Rxe1 the black N has no moves. 
23...Bb4 24.Rb1 Bd6 25.Bxa5 and wins. 

20.Kc2  

[Now white threatens Bc7 again. If 20.Bc7? 
Nd3+ 21.Kc2 Nxe1+ 22.Rxe1 Bc5 survives.]  

20...Nd3  

[20...Be7 21.Bc7 Nd3 22.Re4 Bc5 23.Nf4! 0-0 
(23...Nxf4 24.Rd8+) 24.Nxd3 cxd3+ 25.Rxd3 
Rf2+ 26.Rd2 Again leaves black with an 
entombed N on a5 and no compensation for 
the exchange either.]  

21.Rxe6+ Kd7  

 
22.Re4!  

Nice play by Tom. This move serves to guard 
the square c4 so that the dim knight on a5 
can't find a way out. And also if it stays on a5 
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white has the option of playing Bd2 and take 
out that knight which is the only protector of 
the c-pawn. If the c-pawn is lost black's 
position crumbles.  

22...Bc5 23.Bd2!  

[23.Be5 Rg8 24.Nf4 is another way to win the 
pawn.]  

23...Re8 24.Ng5 Rxe4 25.Nxe4 Bxa3 
26.Bxa5 bxa5 27.Nf2 Kc7 28.Nxd3 cxd3+ 
29.Rxd3 Bd6  

Black's awkward knight on a5 led to the loss 
of the extra pawn, and now the exchange 
down endgame is an easy win for white. 
Patton shows good technique. Johnson tries 
to set up some stalemate tricks, but it 
doesn't quite work:  

30.g3 a4 31.Kc3 h5 32.Kc4 h4 33.Kd5 hxg3 
34.hxg3 Bb4 35.Rd4 Be1 36.Rg4 Kb6 
37.Kc4 a3 38.Rxg7 Ka5 39.g4 Kb6 40.g5 
Bh4 41.g6 Bf6 42.Rf7 Ka5 43.Rxf6 b6 
44.Rf7 It's not stalemate; black has ...Ka4. 
1-0 

The OCF plans a full schedule of events for 
2019, beginning Saturday, Feb 23; but the 
details have not yet been finalized. Stay 
tuned. In the meantime, you can see always 
see the advertised events in Oklahoma and 
surrounding states online here: 
http://www.uschess.org/tlas/upcoming.php 
 
Large regional events coming up include: 
FEB. 14-18, 15-18, 16-18 OR 17-18    

TEXAS 
 
MAR. 22-24 OR 23-24    
23rd Mid-America Open    
MISSOURI 
See details online. 
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By IM John Donaldson 
Four new books from New in Chess aim to 
help club players (roughly 1600-2200) to 
improve their practical play. 

§ Test Your Chess Skills by Sarhan and 
Logman Guliev (2018, 206 pages, $19.95) 

§ Chess Pattern Recognition for 
Beginners by Arthur van de 
Oudeweeteringh (2018, 240 pages, 
$24.95) 

§ Clinch It ! How to Convert an Advantage 
into a Win in Chess by Cyrus Lakdawala 
(2018, 253 pages, $29.95) 

§ Better Thinking, Better Chess : How a 
Grandmaster Finds His Moves by Joel 
Benjamin (2018, 223 pages, $29.95) 

Older readers will recall Hort and Jansa's The 
Best Move when they pick up a copy of Test 
Your Chess Skills. That is no accident as the 
Guliev brothers (GM and IM) have fond 
memories of the classic work by the Czech 
Grandmasters. The present book is arranged 
the same way with 224 positions to solve and 
three possible moves to choose from. Adding 
real value to the book are the detailed 
solutions. Test Your Chess Skills is aimed at 
the upper end of the club player and may be 
interesting for even stronger players - 
roughly 2000 to 2400. 

Chess Pattern Recognition for Beginners by 
Arthur van de Oudeweetering also has 
exercises (27 of them), but is primarily a 
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teaching book which aims to increase club 
players (not beginners) understanding of 
middlegame themes. Any club player between 
1600 to 2200 can't help but get something out 
of this book. 

How to win a won game is a problem that 
plagues players of all levels and one Cyrus 
Lakdawala addresses in his book Clinch It! How 
to Convert an Advantage into a Win in Chess.   

The San Diego IM presents 116 games, many 
from his own practice, with detailed 
annotations aimed at developing good habits. 
Lakdawala uses a question and answer 
format  (several per game) to actively engage 
the reader.  

Better Thinking, Better Chess : How a 
Grandmaster Finds His Moves by Joel Benjamin 
is an original work in which the former US 
Champion and experienced coach aims to 
improve the thinking processes of amateur 
players. Benjamin has some important things 
to say about chess engines. He writes "I have 
come to view chess positions as having 
alternative realities; an 'objective' reality 
based on computer analysis, and a practical 
reality based on what we can plausibly 
calculate or anticipate during a chess game."  

Well said. Watching the game Vitiugov-Robson, 
Antalya 2013, live, where at move 25 in an 
incredibly complicated position White thought 
for 45 minutes but failed to find the only 
winning move, the only move that did not lose 
the game, gave this reviewer reason to 
ponder. If a 2700 player failed to find 25.h6 
after a long thought, from a practical 
standpoint is there a realistic chance a 2000 
rated player would?  Benjamin addresses this 
question and others as a pragmatist.  

118 well annotated games and 75 challenges 
provide a solid mixture of instruction and 
training that will help players rated between 
2000 and 2400 in thinking more effectively 
during their games. 

 

Highly Recommended 
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RUTH HARING … Continued… 

this event marked the end of the old guard of 
women players (led by Mona Karff and Gisela 
Gresser, both of whom had frequently won 
U.S. Women’s Championships dating back 
almost 30 years previously) as this new Fischer 
Boom generation of women took over.  
 
Her defeat of veteran Gresser was annotated 
in GM Robert Byrne’s chess column in the New 
York Times. See it here. 
 

 
Unfortunately the marriage to Orton didn’t 
last, but Ruth went on to continue with chess 
throughout the 1970s “with a nomadic kind of 
life, with a consuming focus only on chess” 
mainly as a “weekend warrior.” Now based in 
California near San Francisco, she continued to 
represent the U.S. on the Women’s Olympiad 
team, in such exotic places as Haifa, Israel; 
Buenos Aires, Argentina; Malta; and Lucerne, 
Switzerland.  
 
A solid “Expert” rated player at this time, she 

7

collected many scalps of famous players. One 
example is this game 
against IM John Peters 
of Los Angeles, who 
was a nearly GM-
strength player at the 
time on a 10-0 winning 
streak against masters 
and GMs. 
 
Ruth Haring (2043) 
John Peters (2476) 
1977 Del Webb’s 
Townhouse Summer 
Chess Festival, 
Phoenix, Arizona 
1. e4 c5 2. c3 d5 3.ed 

Qd5 4. d4 e6 5. Nf3 Nc6 6. Be2 cd 7. cd Nf6 
8. Nc3 Qd6 9. 0-0 Be7 10. Be3 0-0 11. Qd2 
b6 12. Rad1 Nb4 13. Ne5 Bb7 14. Bf4 Qd8 
15. Bg3 Rc8 16. Rfe1 Nbd5 17. Nd5 Nd5 18. 
a3 Bg5 19. Qd3 Bf4 20. Bf3 Bg3 21. hg Qc7 
22. Be4 Nf6 23. Bb7 Qb7 24. g4 Nd5 25. 
Re4 Qe7 26. Nf3 Rfd8 27. Rde1 Qc7 28. Ne5 
Qc2 29. Qf3 Rc7 30. R4e2 Qa4 31. Rd2 f6 
32. Nd3 Qd4 33. Red1 Ne7 34. Nf4 Qd2 35. 
Rd2 Rd2 36. Ne6 Rcc2 37. Qa8+ Nc8 38. 
Qb7 1-0 
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The exact moves of the game are 
not available, but the diagram 
shows the approximate position in a 
Maroczy Bind where she here 
played 1…Nfd7. Seeing my knight on 
d4 was attacked, and not wanting 
to trade, I retreated it with 2. 
Nde2(?) only to be rocked by 2…. 
Nde5! After 3. fxe5, Nxe5 my queen 
was blocked by my own pieces and 
had nowhere to go to protect the 
forked bishop. White had lost a 
pawn in a wrecked position and I 
resigned shortly thereafter. 
 
In the 1979 U.S. Women’s Championship Ruth 
scored 8½-2½, which normally would be 
enough to win, but this time she was second 
behind Rachel Crotto (who had an amazing 
10½/11), but ahead of Savereide. A photo of 
these three was on the cover of Chess Life in 
1979. 
 

 
The following year 1980 saw Ruth Haring’s 
most impressive success, when she won an 

9

international FIDE invitational tournament in 
Thessaloniki, Greece.  
 
It was the first time an American woman 
won an international FIDE event. Her story 
on the event was printed in May 1981 Chess 
Life. 
 
 
Around this time she met and married 
Canadian chess Grandmaster Peter Biyiasas. 
He had played in two Interzonals but by the 
1980s had moved to San Francisco and was 
winding-down his career, playing only in local 
events. He retired completely in 1985. 
 
Haring and Bobby Fischer 
 
However, Biyiasas at this time in the late 
1970s to early ‘80s had met ex-world 
champion Bobby Fischer while living in 
California and was “an occasional sparring 
partner” for him. According to Wikipedia, 
“During a four-month period in 1981, Biyiasas 
played 17 five-minute games with Bobby 
Fischer, who was staying in his apartment at 
the time [with Ruth]. Fischer, although he 
had been absent from competitive play for 
nine years, won all 17 games. Biyiasas said 
that he didn't think Fischer had lost anything 
in form, despite the layoff.” 
 
John Donaldson tells Ruth Haring’s story 
about Fischer: 
 
“While working on the Fischer book project I 
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spoke to Ruth about her experiences with 
Bobby when she and her then husband Peter 
Biyiasas hosted him around 1980-81. One story 
she told me still sticks firmly in my mind. 
  
Ruth and Peter would leave each morning for 
work leaving Bobby in their apartment. One 
day Ruth returned home to discover to her 
horror Bobby analyzing one of her games. 
Fischer had found a bag full of her score 
sheets and Ruth was mortified to learn he had 
spent the better part of the day going through 
them. She was rated almost 2200 but could 
only think that Bobby, with his Olympian 
standards, would now think her a total fish. 
  
Nothing could be further from the truth. He 
was gracious, praising her play while offering a 
few low-key suggestions on how she might 
improve. First and foremost, Bobby told her to 
be more confident when she played. That she 
should be more opportunistic. Interestingly, he 
had given similar advice to IM Bernard 
Zuckerman roughly fifteen years before.” 
 
Eventually the nomadic life of a chess player 
had to give way and Ruth explained in later 
years that in 1983 she decided to pursue a 
career in Silicon Valley (as did Biyiasas). “I 
went back to school and took programming 
classes and used this new training and my 
earlier degree in psychology to earn a job at 
TRW Inc., a company in Santa Clara California. 
I worked as a technology professional in Silicon 
Valley moving on to IBM, Lockheed Martin, and 
eBay. My new career marked the end of an era 
in my life as my focus began to change, and I 
played in fewer and fewer chess events, finally 
ceasing to play in tournaments in 1985. In 1986 
my eldest daughter was born and my top 
priorities officially became my family and 
career.” 
 
After having three children and a long 
successful 23-year career, which included 13 
years at IBM and eight years at eBay, where 
she worked as program manager to launch 
most of the eBay international sites, (including 
the highly successful ebay.de).  

11

 
She was divorced from Biyiasis in 2005. Then in 
2008 with her children all grown up she 
decided to start playing again and went to the 
U.S. Open in Dallas, where she met many old 
friends. Seeing that she was a successful 
businesswoman these “old friends” quickly 
roped her into getting involved with helping to 
manage the USCF. By 2009 she was on the 
Executive Board and became Vice President 
while Oklahoma’s Jim Berry was president, 
and when he stepped down in 2011 she 
became USCF president herself. 

 
Ruth Haring with son Theodore 

For a World Chess Hall of Fame exhibition in 
2016 about women in chess, she called this 
phase “a new chapter in her chess adventure” 
and summarized her work saying, “During my 
tenure as President of the Board, I emphasized 
increasing US Chess Federation membership, 
and this included studying issues related to 
attracting girls to the game and retaining 
female members. 

… Through this work, I have often been asked 
why women are not rated at the same level 
that men are at chess. This is a complex 
question with many cultural and societal 
variables. However, if you examine the 
numbers of women playing compared to men, 
it becomes obvious that the reason women do 
not achieve higher ratings is that there are not 
enough women in the population of 
tournament players to make that a statistical 
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reality. For example our scholastic programs 
sometimes have up to 20% girls, but they drop 
out at puberty. Among adults the female 
playing population varies from 7% to 4%, 
declining as age increases. Thus I believe that 
the best way to achieve the goal of parity with 
male players is to encourage play among girls. 
When the populations are equal in numbers 
this problem will disappear and hopefully 
afford the same opportunities that I received 
to a new generation of female players.” 

After 2016 she continued to serve USChess in 
various capacities as FIDE representative, 
much like Jerry Spann did, and represented us 
well.  She attended the FIDE annual meetings 
in Batumi, Georgia, at the Olympiad last 
October. That is why her sudden passing was 
such a shock for many of us. John Donaldson 
said, “I saw her in Batumi and she seemed 
perfectly fine so I suspect her passing was 
related to the Camp fire. It was awful [from 
the smoke] in Berkeley with two days where 
everyone stayed indoors, but her home in 
Chico was only a few miles from the 
epicenter.” 
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As far as I know, at this writing there has 
been no official cause of death announced.  

It is a cliché to say when an important leader 
dies that it is a major loss, but in this case it 
is particularly true. Ruth was exactly the kind 
of leader that USChess needed — someone 
who was herself an “old school” weekend 
warrior champion, but who also was firmly 
grounded in business management and 
international negotiations.  

Her loss will be keenly felt by all chess 
players in the U.S. for years to come, and she 
will be greatly missed by all who knew her. 

 


